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ANNUAL CONFERENCE
New Explorations: the EES in 2009
Saturday 20 and Sunday 21 June 2009
The Brunei Gallery Lecture Theatre, SOAS,Thornhaugh St, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG
Tickets: £65 (EES members), £75 (non-members) Students: £50 (EES members), £65 (non-members).
Despite 2008-9 having been the final year in which the Society received financial support from the British Academy,
the organisation is alive and well, and indeed the Society’s programme of fieldwork and research for this year has been
well and truly reinvigorated. Several teams will already have been into the field by the time you read this newsletter,
and we are very excited to be giving you this opportunity to hear the results of the research we will be sponsoring this
year, presented by the project directors themselves. Much of this work has only been possible thanks to the generous
contributions made by you, our members, and we hope that many of you will want to come along to find out how your
subscriptions and donations have been spent!
As usual, you will have the opportunity to chat to our field directors,Trustees and staff over a glass of wine at a reception
on the Saturday evening. We will not be able to maintain our successful programme of fieldwork and research without
your support in future and we are therefore very keen to have your comments and suggestions. It is only through this kind
of communication that we can ensure we stay on the right track, supporting the kind of work that matters to you.
The provisional programme for the conference is as follows:
SATURDAY 20 JUNE:
10.30
11.15
11.30
12.00
12.45
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.30
16.15
17.00

Doors open for registration, coffee/tea and biscuits, and a sale of books in the the Brunei Suite*
Welcome and opening remarks by the Society’s Vice-President, Professor Alan Lloyd
Dr Patricia Spencer, Surveying Yetwal wa Yuksur
Dr Daniela Rosenow, The Tell Basta Project: recent fieldwork at the sacred place of the cat goddess Bastet
Lunch (please make your own arrangements)
Professor Dominic Rathbone, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri: headline news
Mr Angus Graham, Three Islands at Karnak? Results of the 2009 study season
Coffee/tea and biscuits
Mr Chris Naunton, The EES Oral History Project: (recorded) highlights of the work so far
Dr Joanne Rowland, Investigations at and around the Quesna gezira: the latest findings from the geophysical survey,
test trenches and drill core programme
Reception in the Brunei Suite

SUNDAY 21 JUNE:
10.15
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
14.00
14.45
15.30
16.00
16.45

Professor Alan Lloyd, Neferseshemptah and his World
Dr David Jeffreys, Recent events at Memphis and Saqqara: the ghettoisation of Egyptian archaeology?
Coffee/tea and biscuits
Professor Olaf Kaper, The reconstruction of the mammisi of the god Tutu in the Dakhleh Oasis
Lunch (please make your own arrangements)
Dr John Cooper, on the ancient port of Suez (title tbc)
Dr Kate Spence, New fieldwork at Sesebi: contextualizing Akhenaten’s colonial town
Coffee/tea and biscuits
Dr Gillian Pyke, on the work of the Panehsy Church Project at Amarna (title tbc)
Closing remarks by Professor Lloyd

*The Society’s publications and merchandise will be on sale throughout the weekend and a number of other booksellers
have also been invited to attend.
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Dr John Cooper of Centre for Maritime Archaeology at the University of Southampton, receieved a
Centenary Award from the Society in 2008 for his project on The Harbour of Arsinoë/Clysma at Suez. His
talk will deal with navigation on the Nile and the ancient port in this part of the Delta.
Mr Angus Graham is a PhD candidate at the Institute of Archaeology, University College London and
director, with Dr Judith Bunbury, of the Karnak Land and Waterscapes Survey.The 2009 study season is an
Amelia Edwards Project and has been funded entirely from members’ donations. Mr Graham will explain
the hypothesis that there were three islands at Karnak in ancient times and show how the team have tested
it by looking at at the pottery from two augers taken in front of the huge revetment wall west of the first
pylon, which the SCA is currently excavating.
Dr David Jeffreys is Senior Lecturer in Egyptian Archaeology at the Institute of Archaeology, University College London,
and Director of the EES Survey of Memphis.The management of many important archaeological sites in Egypt has undergone
fundamental changes in the last few years. This talk summarises recent experience at Memphis and Saqqara. As well as
presenting some of the latest results of the Memphis Survey’s fieldwork, it asks the question: how should we explore, manage
and present Egyptian sites, and are the recent examples of Giza, Helwan and Saqqara the right way to do it?
Professor Olaf Kaper is Professor of Egyptology at Leiden University. In his lecture he will describe the latest results of
the reconstruction of the mammisi of the god Tutu in the Dakhleh Oasis, which is receiving support from the Excavation
Fund in 2009.The painted decoration contains a procession of priests which accurately depicts one of the major festivals of
the temple and the activities of the temple cult. In addition, the mammisi contains more than 400 images of gods and some of
these will be singled out and discussed in this lecture.
Professor Alan Lloyd is a Vice-President of the Society and was head of the Department of Classics and Ancient History at
the University of Wales, Swansea until his retirement.The EES, in collaboration with the British Museum, conducted a series
of excavation and recording expeditions in the Teti Pyramid Cemetery during the 1970s and has recently completed the
publication of this work. The most spectacular and important of the tombs studied was the great tomb of Neferseshemptah,
the son-in-law of Teti himself. It is not only of considerable interest artistically, but offers insights into the workings of the
Egyptian system of government and control at the beginning of the Sixth Dynasty which will be the focus of the present
lecture.
Mr Chris Naunton is Deputy Director of the EES. Oral history is a much negelected aspect of the development of
our subject. The Society’s Oral History Project, directed by Mr Naunton, aims to redress this situation by interviewing
senior Egyptologists to ask for thoughts and reminiscences on their respective careers.Two new interviews have now been
conducted, with Professors Kenneth Kitchen and H S Smith, and a series of similar conversations recorded by Rosalind
Janssen in the 1990s have been digitised. Recorded highlights will be used to illustrate the work undertaken so far, all of which
has been funded by members’ contributions to the Amelia Edwards Projects.
Dr Gillian Pyke is a freelance archaeologist and researcher and has worked for numerous EES projects in Egypt. Her 2009
season at the settlement associated with the North tombs at Amarna is supported by a grant from the Society’s Excavation
Fund. Dr Pyke will describe the work of the project so far.
Dominic Rathbone is Professor of Ancient History at Kings College London, and chair of the Society’s Oxyrhynchus Papyri
Management Committee. His talk will provide the latest news on the publication of the papyri in the Society’s posession,
describing the highlights among the most recently edited texts, and the schedule for production of future Graeco-Roman
Memoirs.
Dr Daniela Rosenow has been a member of the Egyptian-German Joint Mission atTell Basta since 2001 and is a Gerda-Henkel
Foundation Research Fellow. Edouard Naville excavated at Bubastis from 1887-1889 on behalf of the Egypt Exploration Fund,
but never carried out any systematic archaeological fieldwork. Having undertaken a first surface survey of the unexplored
area east of the Great Temple of the cat goddess Bastet – where we might expect to find secondary temple buildings and
the ancient settlement – an initial geophysical survey is being carried out in Spring 2009, thanks to the support provided by
the EES from the Excavation Fund. Dr Rosenow will present the results of the survey and the first test excavations around
the Great Temple.
Dr Joanne Rowland is a Research Fellow in Egyptology/Archaeological Science at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology
and the History of Art, Oxford, and from June 2009 will be a Scientific Collaborator on the Elkab Project based at the Royal
Museums of Art and History, Brussels. She is also Director of the Society’s Minufiyeh Survey which has been investigating
settlement patterns across the Central Delta region for the past five years. Excavation has been kept to a minimum due
to issues of conservation and cost, however, recent test trenches at Quesna have illuminated us as to the population using
the site. As an Amelia Edwards Project, the 2009 season was funded by members’ donations, and this lecture will include a
discussion of the results of ground penetrating radar on the Quesna gezira, the implementation of test trenches, further drill
coring and magnetometry.
Dr Kate Spence is Lecturer in the Archaeology of Ancient Egypt at Cambridge University. The colonial town at Sesebi,
near modern Delgo in the Sudan, was excavated by the Egypt Exploration Society between 1936 and 1938. Construction
of the town is atributed to Akhenaten. New fieldwork at the site in 2008 and 2009 has investigated possible links with goldextraction in the region as well as providing evidence for additional phases of the site’s history.The 2009 season is supported
by a grant from the Society’s Excavation Fund.
Dr Patricia Spencer is Director of the EES. In 2007 the EES Delta Survey was adopted as an ‘Approved Project’ by the
British Academy. This status brought with it the opportunity to apply for funding of up to £5,000 a year, enabling the Survey
to expand its remit beyond the updating of the successful ‘Delta Survey’ part of the EES website. The Society’s Research
Committee agreed that the first grant should be used to initiate a surface and geomagnetic survey of the little known site of
Yetwal wa Yuksur in the northern Delta (see EA 33, p.2). The survey will be taking place in March 2009 and Dr Spencer will
report on the results.
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LONDON LECTURE
Mr Joost Hagen, A dossier of one Arabic and four
Coptic letters found at Qasr Ibrim (AD 758-60)
Wednesday 13 May 2009, 6.30 pm - 7.30 pm
The Committee Room,The Egypt Exploration Society, 3, Doughty Mews, London WC1N 2PG
Entry is free of charge but numbers are limited to 20 so application for tickets as normal is required
(see the application form on p. 8).
This lecture presents a group of five letters from the eighth century AD, which were excavated by the Egypt Exploration
Society at Qasr Ibrim in 1972. One, from the Abbasid governor of Muslim Egypt to the Christian king of Makuria and
Nobadia, is written in Arabic and has been published and commented on several times; the others, written in Coptic,
have only been discussed briefly.The speaker’s doctoral research has led to a reassessment of the purpose of the Coptic
letters and the question of their writer and addressee. The complete dossier sheds light on the political, economic
and religious contacts between Christian Nubia and Muslim Egypt, and the problems both had with the nomadic tribe
called the Blemmyes or Beja. This lecture will provide an overview of the contents of the Arabic and the Coptic letters,
thereby illustrating their significance.

LONDON SEMINARS
The business of death:
arranging for the afterlife in Ptolemaic Egypt
Saturday 23 May 2009, 11am – 4 pm (including a one hour lunch break)
The Committee Room,The Egypt Exploration Society, 3, Doughty Mews, London WC1N 2PG
Tickets (available to members only): £20 (EES members), £15 (EES student members).
This seminar looks at the preparation for death, burial and the afterlife in Ptolemaic times. Using a variety of apparently
mundane documents, Dr Maria Cannata, Lecturer in Egyptology at the University of Wales, Swansea and a specialist
in Demotic texts, will explain the organisation of the Theban necropolis (priests, ownership of the land etc.), and the
processes involved in ensuring the ‘beautiful burial’: building or buying a tomb, arranging for the body to be mummified,
the various stages of mummification itself, organising the burial and the payment of burial tax, choosing between a new
brick tomb or an existing tomb, and arranging temporary storage of the mummy.

“Fishing for Statues”:
new research on the Karnak Cachette
Saturday 4 July 2009, 11am – 4 pm (including a one hour lunch break)
The Committee Room,The Egypt Exploration Society, 3, Doughty Mews, London WC1N 2PG
Tickets (available to members only): £20 (EES members), £15 (EES student members).
Between 1903 and 1905, Georges Legrain excavated a deposit of more than 700 statues from the area in front of the
seventh pylon at Karnak.These statues, the images of numerous gods, kings and non-royal individuals, offer a rich source
of data of various kinds. Drawing on recent research, this seminar will reassess the excavation and interpretation of the
Cachette and investigate the process of dedicating a monument at Karnak, the perceived role of statues in sacred space,
and the value of the statues for our understanding of Egyptian history, and in particular the First Millennium BC. The
seminar will be led by Chris Naunton, Deputy Director, EES and Campbell Price, PhD candidate, University
of Liverpool
Attendance at the above seminars is limited to 20 places. Coffee and tea is provided on arrival and before the afternoon
session, and there is a one hour break for lunch. Lunch is not included but there are many restaurants/cafés in the nearby
Lambs Conduit Street and Grays Inn Road. Members may also bring packed lunches to eat in the Office.
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BRITISH ACADEMY PRESENTATION EVENING
New Greek Texts from Oxyrhynchus
Wednesday 24 June 2009, 7.00 pm - 8.30 pm
The British Academy, 10 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AH
Tickets: No tickets will be issued for this event - please see below*
Convenors: Professor Eric Handley, University of Cambridge, and Dr Dirk Obbink, University of Oxford
Speakers: Dr Dirk Obbink, Professor Peter Parsons, University of Oxford, and Dr Dorothy Thompson, University of
Cambridge
Just over a hundred years ago, on a site some 100 miles south of Cairo, two Oxford scholars, on behalf of the Egypt
Exploration Fund, excavated some 50,000 pieces of ancient books and documents that had been discarded in the city
dump, and had survived the centuries in the dry climate.
The excavators were Bernard Grenfell and Arthur Hunt. They devoted successive seasons to their task between 1897
and 1907, and gave more years still to publishing some of their significant discoveries. The site in question is modern
Bahnasa, ancient Oxyrhynchus or ’The City of the Sharp-nosed Fish’, as Peter Parsons calls it in the title of a muchadmired book that appeared in 2007. More than seventy volumes of The Oxyrhynchus Papyri have so far been published.
They include texts of Greek literature otherwise lost to the modern world, together with fragments of Christian gospels,
technical treatises, tax returns, petitions to the authorities, private letters, wills and a host of other documents that give
a unique insight into the life of the city and the Graeco-Roman civilization of which it was part.
The presentation evening offers an opportunity to consider such questions as did Euripides write two versions of his
play Medea? How do modern methods of image-making work to recover an unknown classical text? How much can a
personal letter reveal of the world about the writer? There will also be an opportunity to hear something of the present
state and future prospects of the Oxyrhynchus Project as a whole. A compact display of papyri, photographs, and other
relevant material will also be on view.
* Please note the registration and seating policy:
1. This event is organised by the British Academy but EES members are warmly invited to attend. The event is free of
charge, there is no advance registration for this event and no tickets will be issued.
2. The rooms for the event will be open from 6.30pm onwards - please do not arrive at the Academy before this time.
3.The first 100 audience members arriving at the Academy will be offered a seat in the Lecture Room where this event
will take place. The next 50 people to arrive will be offered a seat in the Overflow Room which has a video and audio
link to the Lecture Room.
For further information please contact the British Academy Events Office: 020 7969 5246,email: events@britac.ac.uk

EASTER OFFICE CLOSURE
The London Office and Library will close at 4.30 pm on Thursday 9 April 2009 and reopen after the Easter holidays
at 10.30 am on Tuesday 21 April 2009.
The Cairo Office will be closed on 19 April (Coptic Easter), 20 April (Sham el-Nassim), 25 April (Sinai Liberation Day)
and 1 May (Labour Day).

EES e-NEWSLETTER
The third of the Society’s occasional electronic newsletters was sent to 1,750 e-mail addresses in the last week of
February and included updates on fieldwork, publications, the Amelia Edwards Projects, forthcoming events, and more.
It is now also available to view online (http://tinyurl.com/cgomb7). If you have not yet received any of our e-newsletters
but would like to do so in future, please send your e-mail address to us at contact@ees.ac.uk.

SPECIAL SALE of EES PUBLICATIONS
The special sale of EES publications advertised in the Summer mailing will be continued at least until May 2009. The
full list of titles in the sale is available at http://tinyurl.com/6773rb. To request a paper copy please contact the London
office.
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ONLINE BOOK AUCTION - ROUND TWO!
The auction on eBay of books from the collection of Edwina Iredale was a great success, raising approximately £1,800 which has already been put towards the purchase of new books for the Society’s
library. A list of the new titles is available on the Society website: http://tinyurl.com/b4m9zc
Such was the success of the first auction that we are now planning a second.This will include further duplicates from the Iredale
collection, the few books for which we received no bids first time around, and a series of EES and other volumes, including
El-Bersheh I, Abydos II and The Royal Tomb at El Amarna I, and several volumes from the ‘Bollingen Series’ on religious texts. As
with the first sale, a full list of titles with reserve prices will be posted on the Society’s website in advance of the sale.
The books will appear on eBay on Tuesday 5 May and the auction will be open for bidding for ten days thereafter. The
Society’s profile at eBay is here: http://myworld.ebay.co.uk/ees1882/

NEW BOARD of TRUSTEES and TREASURER
Several important changes to the governance of the EES were approved at the AGM on 13 December 2008: the Memorandum
and Articles have now been revised to take account of new legislation and in order that the Committee could be recast as a
Board of Trustees. Board members were elected by the AGM and we hope that the new blend of Egyptologists and others
will enable the Society to flourish in future.The EES also has a new Treasurer, Mr Paul Cove, an experienced financier currently
working for Deutsche Bank. Paul’s financial expertise will no doubt be invaluable as the Society seeks to reduce the deficit
projected for 2009-10.
The twelve new Trustees and Mr Cove were elected for terms of three years, but if all served their full terms, this would result
in the entire Board retiring at the same time in 2011.To initiate a ‘rotation’ of Trustees, four of those who have served on the
former Committee have volunteered to retire early in 2009 with another four Trustees retiring in 2010 and the final four in
2011. This means that there will be four vacancies to be filled on the Board at the 2009 AGM (12 December). As Dr Shaw
said in his letter in the Autumn 2008 mailing, the new M&A give you the opportunity for the first time to propose members
for consideration by the Trustees for nomination by the Board. If you would like to propose a member, please contact the
Director, Patricia Spencer (patricia.spencer@ees.ac.uk) for further information. The deadline for nominations for this stage
of the process is 5pm on Tuesday 30 June 2009.

AMELIA EDWARDS PROJECTS
The response to the launch of the first round of Amelia Edwards Projects (http://tinyurl.com/dzfwz2) has been overwhelming.
The Society received a number of generous donations at the launch on 25 October, and several of those present became
members of the Amelia Edwards Group by donating £250 or more.The project directors were again on hand at the Christmas
party on 13 December to chat to guests and answer questions. Donations continued to arrive throughout the last few weeks
of 2008 and into 2009, and we are delighted to report that all three projects have now received sufficient funding
to undertake their work in 2009.The Society is most grateful to all those who contributed to the projects; without your
generosity the project directors simply would not be able to undertake their work. Joanne Rowland (Gebel Ramla) and Angus
Graham (Karnak) will be going into the field in March, and two interviews have been recorded for the Oral History Project.
Members will be able to hear about the results of the work at the summer conference (see pp. 2-3), and further details will
be made available online and in various publications throughout the year.

JEA 94 and JSTOR
The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 94 (2008) was mailed during December to members who had paid the relevant subscription.
Any members who believe they should have received a copy but have not yet done so should contact Roo Mitcheson (roo.
mitcheson@ees.ac.uk).
The Society is now offering members access to back issues of JEA online through JSTOR (www.jstor.org) for an additional
£10 per year (in addition to normal subscription fees).We are at present unable to facilitate payment for this via the Society’s
website, but payments by credit card are nonetheless accepted. Please contact the Society for further details. Please note that
access offered is to JEA only, and not to any of the other journals in the JSTOR archive.

EES TOUR to EGYPT
Following the success of the first members’ tour to Egypt, which celebrated the Society’s 125th anniversary, a second is
planned for March/April 2010. Professor Alan Lloyd, a Vice-President of the Society, has again agreed to accompany the
tour.We had hoped to have the itinerary, prices and booking form ready for this mailing, however certain details have yet to
be finalised. A full announcement will be included in the summer mailing. To register your initial interest in the trip and to
receive tour information as soon as it is available, please e-mail ees@the-traveller.co.uk or telephone The Traveller on 020
7436 9343 and leave your details.
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MANCHESTER
Enquiries: Professor Rosalie David, KNH Centre of Biomedical Egyptology,
School of Biological Sciences, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PT.
Phone: +44 (0)161 275 2647. E-mail: rosalie.david@man.ac.uk
The Northern Branch lecture programme is currently suspended pending the outcome of ongoing discussions with
the University of Manchester. Members will be informed as soon as it is possible to arrange lectures again.

BOLTON EXHIBITION
Bolton Museum & Art Gallery, Le Mans Crescent, Bolton, 7.30 pm.
Details: Mr Tom Hardwick: +44 (0)1204 332212. E-mail: tom.hardwick@bolton.gov.uk

‘Egyptomania’: an exhibition at Bolton Museum and Archive Service
7 February - 9 May 2009.

CAIRO
EES lectures are held in the auditorium of the British Council at 7.00 pm.
Enquiries: Mrs Faten Saleh, EES Cairo Office, c/o British Council,
192 Sharia el-Nil, Agouza, Cairo.
Phone: +20 (0)2 33001886. E-mail: ees.cairo@britishcouncil.org.eg
LECTURES
17 March, Dr Krzysztof Cialowicz and Dr Marek Chlodnicki, Recent discoveries at Tell el-Farkha (Nile Delta)
23 March, Dr Penny Wilson, Water, water everywhere; the results of the north west Delta Survey
30 March, Dr Ian Shaw, The Liverpool University Harim Palace Project: new fieldwork at Gurob
13 April, Dr Mosalam Shaltout, Solar activity of the Nile flooding and its effects on the ancient civilization from prehistory to
the Graeco-Roman Period
27 April,* Dr Joanne Rowland, Latest results from fieldwork in Minufiyeh Province - 2008 and 2009 seasons
*Please note that this is a change from the previously advertised date of 20 April.
11 May, Dr Andrew Bednarski, Frederic Caillaud and his unpublished ‘Arts and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians’
25 May, Dr Gillian Pike, Getting away from it all: the Christian settlement at the North Tombs at Amarna
SITE VISIT
Saturday 4 April, Open-Day at the EES/University of Durham fieldwork at Sais, with Dr Penny Wilson.
For further details of the lectures and field trips run from the Cairo office please contact Faten at the above address.

GLASGOW
Saturday 9 May, Dr Patricia Spencer, Back to the Future: archaeology in the Nile Delta
This lecture has been organised jointly by the EES and Egyptology Scotland. 2.00pm at The Burrell Collection, Glasgow,
G43 1AT. www.egyptologyscotland.com/home.php

The Third British Egyptology Congress (BEC)
Saturday 11 and Sunday 12 September 2010,The British Museum, London WC1B 3DG
As announced in the Autumn mailing BEC3 will be held in London on 11 and 12 September 2010 at The British Museum,
London. The event will be organised jointly by the EES, The British Museum and University College London, and a first
call for papers will be issued in Summer 2009.
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DATES for the DIARY and BOOKING FORM
Saturday 21 March 2009. From Excavation to Exhibition: a seminar on ancient Egypt in museums.This event was advertised
in the Autumn mailing and tickets have now almost sold out - please apply as soon as possible.
Tickets: £20 (EES members), £15 (EES student associate members).
Saturday 18 April 2009. In the Grip of a Rebel: a seminar on the First Intermediate Period in Egypt.
THIS EVENT HAS NOW SOLD OUT.
Wednesday 13 May 2009. Mr Joost Hagen, A dossier of one Arabic and four Coptic letters found at Qasr Ibrim (AD 758-60)
(See p. 4)
Tickets: Entry is free of charge but numbers are limited to 20 so application for tickets as normal is required.
Saturday 23 May 2009. A seminar on The business of death: arranging for the afterlife in Ptolemaic Egypt (See p. 4)
Tickets: £20 (EES members), £15 (EES student associate members)
Saturday 20 and Sunday 21 June 2009. Annual two-day conference, New Explorations: the EES in 2009 (See pp. 2-3)
Tickets: £65 (EES members), £75 (non-members) Students: £50 (EES members), £65 (non-members).
Tickets include entry to a reception in the Brunei Suite, SOAS on the Saturday evening.
Saturday 4 July 2009. “Fishing for Statues”: a seminar on new research into the Karnak cachette (See p. 4)
Tickets: £20 (EES members), £15 (EES student associate members)
CONFERENCE TICKETS include refreshments in the morning and mid-afternoon on both days, and a reception in the
Brunei Suite, SOAS on the Saturday evening. Lunch is not included but there are many restaurants/cafés on Southampton
Row, just a few minutes walk from SOAS.
SEMINAR TICKETS include tea/coffee on arrival and mid-afternoon. Lunch is not included but there are many restaurants/cafés in the nearby Lambs Conduit Street and Grays Inn Road. Members may also bring sandwiches to eat in the
Office.
Please send me the following tickets:
		

EVENT
TICKET RATE
No. of tickets Total £
Egypt in Museums seminar tickets at members’ rate (£20)
student tickets at members’ rate (£15)
Joost Hagen lecture
tickets (free of charge)
Business of Death seminar
tickets at members’ rate (£20)
student tickets at members’ rate (£15)
Karnak Cachette seminar
tickets at members’ rate (£20)
student tickets at members’ rate (£15)
New Explorations conference tickets at members’ rate (£65)
tickets at non-members’ rate (£75)
student tickets at members’ rate (£50)
student tickets at non-members’ rate (£65)
TOTAL
Cheques should be made payable to ‘The Egypt Exploration Society’. Please enclose a stamped addressed
envelope. Additional copies of this form are available from the London office on request. An electronic application
form is available here: http://tinyurl.com/647uxr
Name .............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Day-time telephone number ....................................................................................................................................................................
E-mail address .............................................................................................................................................................................................

